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Abstract
An environmental monitoring application is designed to monitor and track various kinds of
environmental phenomena such as water pollution and global warming. By collecting
detected sensor data from the sensors installed at a target place, a monitoring system
analyzes and predicts an environmental change. For smoothly answering a user query, a data
abstraction model is designed to rapidly process an amount of sensor data by employing data
filtering, data aggregation, and data summarization. In order to dynamically represent the
different layer of sensor data in a region, we design FLSA (Flexible Layered Sensor Data
Abstraction), which supports a flexible layer of SGSA (Slope Grid for Sensor Data
Abstraction). When the sensor data is transmitted to a server, FLSA make some clusters to
shows several layer of sensor data depending on sensor data gradient. Each cell of FLSA has
a set of SGSA to represent each sensor data layer in the cell. This layered SGSA of FLSA is
useful to represent a distributed sensor data in a cell. When an abstraction model is used to
environmental monitoring, there is a trade-off between faster data processing and data
representation. FLSA focuses on data representation to show detailed condition of a target
place.
Keywords: Sensor data abstraction, Layered abstraction, Flexible layered abstraction,
Slope grid, SGSA

1. Introduction
In order to understand a change of condition of a remote place, an environmental
monitoring application is designed to collect and analyze various kinds of sensor data. The
received sensor data is summarized and aggregated to make a context to show a useful data or
information. When a user issues a query to get a particular data, a system processes an
amount of sensor data to answer the query. However, some queries make a system demand
more time to process data and to derive a high context from raw sensor data. There are some
examples such as “where is an area to show rapidly changed water pollution level?” and
“Track water pollution areas and their pollution level for a year”.
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To reduce a cost to answer a user query, we design FLSA (Flexible Layered Sensor Data
Abstraction) to support dynamic sensor data layers. To represent each sensor data layer,
FLSA employs SGSA (Slope Grid for Sensor Data Abstraction) [1], which has a slope grid to
summarize the data. This abstraction model represents a data trend of a cell on a grid. To
show a data trend of each cell, SGSA uses a slope grid to simply represent sensor data in a
cell by defining a slope direction. When a system processes a query, it checks the direction
and the boundary of SGSA to extract a particular area, that has a requested value. After
collecting the set of SGSA for a particular area, a system makes a context to represent overall
data trend of the extracted SGSA. A system can reduce the cost to make an answer for a user
query by examining the data trend of SGSA instead of accessing the raw sensor data.
To extend the representation of SGSA, LSGSA is designed to represent the separatred
layered slopes, however there is a limit of layers. When a cell of a grid has more sensors,
SGSA and LSGSA is not enough to represent a dynamic data trend, which has different data
level. FLSA can represent more sensor data with layered SGSA to summarize each data
cluster.

2. Related Work
There are various kinds of environmental monitoring applications such as a habitat
monitoring application [2], GoMOOS (Gulf of Maine Ocean Observing System) [3],
PODS, SIFTS (Short-term Inundation Forecasting for Tsunamis) [4], PORTS (Physical
Oceanographic Real-Time System) [5], CMOP (Center for Coastal Margin Observation
& Prediction) [6], FloodNet [7], and an air pollution monitoring [8]. These monitoring
applications deal with sensor data to understand the change of condition with domain
knowledge.

Figure 1. Environmental monitoring applications
Great Duck Island (GDI) system monitors a particular bird such as stormy petrel by
installing sensors on an island [2]. GoMOOS collects and analyzes sensor data from
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buoys and stations to understand the change of ocean condition such as currents, waves,
wind, and HF radar [3].
SIFTS is designed for emergency managers and officials to provide a fast tsunami
forecast service. To support an effective tsunami forecasting service, tsunami
measurement and numerical modeling technology are integrated [4]. CMOP shows a
new paradigm for conducting coastal-margin science by a structured integration of
information [6]. FloodNet is designed to support the functional floodplain conditions at
a particular location [7]. An air pollution monitoring shows the air pollution (dust)
prevention scenario for a building manger by using an air pollution forecasting with
sensor data [8].
Data abstraction is used to effectively process queries or to derive a high level
context [1, 9, 10, 11, 12]. There are effective abstraction methods such as MauveDB
[13, 14], SAIL (Sensor Abstraction and Integration Layers) [11, 15], OSGi service
platform [18], and an abstraction of regions [10], SGSA [1], LSGSA [9].
MauveDB shows an abstraction as a model based views. An additional layer for
abstraction between received sensor data and a higher view is used to represent an
observation by using an approximation model. The layered architecture of SAIL is used
to collect observation data and to support node interaction between WSN applications
and context-aware systems [11]. This architecture includes access, abstraction, and
integration layers to support sensor network discovery and event monitoring in OSGi
service platform. An abstraction of regions is designed to derive higher context by
encapsulating low-level data communication, resource usage, and data sharing on local
regions.

Figure 2. Abstraction data update (LSGSA)
SGSA is designed for rapidly processing data by using a simple slope gird on a local
area. LSGSA is an extended version of SGSA to improve the presentation of SGLA by
employing layered slopes such as a surface slope to show the maximum data trend and a
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height slope to represent an inner condition on a cell of a grid. These effective
environmental monitoring applications and abstraction models on sensor network are
effective to derive higher context or useful data from raw sensor data.

3. Flexible Layered Sensor Data Abstraction
In an environmental monitoring application, sensor data abstraction is useful to handle an
amount of data. When a user issues a query to ask about the condition of a target place, a
monitoring application makes useful information from the detected sensor data. To rapidly
answer a user query, our abstraction model is used to quickly check sensor data to satisfy a
user’s query by summarizing sensor data in a cell.

Figure 3. Sensor data abstraction with FLSA
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Figure 3 shows the data processing of data acquisition module to make FLSA in the
environmental monitoring center. Observation data is transmitted to a monitoring server from
the installed sensors on the target place such as a forest, a factory, a lake, a river, etc. On data
acquisition module, sensor data is collected, filtered, and abstracted. To represent raw sensor
data for each cell of a grid, we use FLSA, which is useful to show layered sensor data.

Figure 4. Comparison between FLSA and SGSA
Figure 4 show the difference between FLSA and SGSA. SGSA is used to abstract raw
sensor data with a simple slope grid. When sensor data, which has significantly different
value, is abstracted, a gradient of SGSA is heavily tilted, because the slope grid has to include
all of the raw sensor data on a cell. To answer queries of Figure 4, the cell of SGSA is
selected and all of the included sensor data is examined. In FLSA case, the cell of FLSA is
also selected to answer the queries of Figure 4. FLSA can reduce data access cost, because
FLSA can check the boundary of the included SGSA instead of raw sensor data. In the
example of queries of figure 4, FLSA returns the selected data for queries after checking the
boundary of the included SGSA such as null for query 1, cluster 2 for query 2, and cluster 3
for query 3.
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Figure 5. Sensor data abstraction with FLSA
In FLSA, sensor data of a cell, which means a local area, is classified depending on the
gradient of each cluster as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. With this clustering, each
classified sensor data layer has a minimized boundary, which is useful to reduce the data
access cost to answer a query.

Figure 6. Sensor data abstraction with FLSA
Figure 6 shows data abstraction step of FLSA from observation data to FLSA. To
make a cluster, sensor data is classified depending on the decreased gradient of each
cluster as shown in algorithm 1. A slope direction is derived for each cluster at (d) set
of SGSA according to <slope direction> [1].
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Algorithm 1 shows sensor data clustering and abstraction of FLSA. Observed sensor data is
sorted as a first step of clustering. From the maximum sensor data, FLSA makes a cluster.
When data is inserted into a cluster, FLSA check the gradient change of the cluster with a
limit of cluster such as 10° or 15°. The limit of cluster is generally defined by a manager of
environmental monitoring application. This limitation can be changed depending on situation
of target place such as an emergency. As a result, each cluster has a minimized boundary
within a limitation. The slope direction for each cluster is also derived by using SGSA
algorithm [1].
Algorithm 1. Clustering of FLSA
Algorithm CellOfFLSA::ClusteringOnCell (Cell *cell , SensorData *data[] )
input : cell
// a cell of FLSA
output : cell
// the cell, which has layers of SGSA depending on clustering
method :
// clustering of sensor data on a cell
FLSA_cluster clusterOfFLSA;
Sensor_data[]= sort(data[]);
temp_cluster = new cluster();

// FLSA cluster for each cell
// sensor data is sorted

While (!sensor_data.isEmpty()){
temp_gradient = temp_cluster.checkGradient();

// get the gradient of cluster

// put maximum sensor data to cluster from SensorData
temp_cluster.insertData(sensor_data.getMaxData);
gradient = temp_cluster.checkGradient();

// get the gradient of cluster

if(limitOfCluster(gradient, temp_gradient)){ // limit of cluster to check change of gradient
temp_cluster.removeLastData();
temp_cluster.GetDirectionOfSGSA ();
// define a slope direction of a cluster
clusterOfFLSA.put(temp_cluster);

// add temp_cluster to FLSA

Temp_cluster = new cluster();
// new cluster
}
else{
// when sensor data inserted, the gradient of the cluster is satisfied
sensor_data.removeMaxData();
}
}
Cell.cluster = clusterOfFLSA;
Cell.defineBoundary();
return cell
end
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4. FLSA Utilization

Figure 7. Observation data management and abstraction utilization for water
quality monitoring application
To utilize FLSA on water quality monitoring application, we are implementing an
observation data processing module, which includes an observation data management (graph,
file), an observation site management, and FLSA on water quality monitoring application.
Water quality data is distributed spatially, temporally, and vertically depending on
observation depth of the lake or the river. To deal with sensor data, we implemented
observation site management page, which employs sensor information management with
SensorML [17]. Users search and check observation data with graphs (a temporal graph and a
depth graph) and the CSV file. To test data abstraction with SGSA, we use simulated data
instead of raw sensor data. We can extract higher value from raw simulated data to answer a
query. To show an overall data trend at a particular area, a slope direction summarization is
also derived from SGSA. We are implementing FLSA, which is a set of SGSA, to support
layered sensor data abstraction. To support a user friendly interface, these data processing and
data abstraction methods can be utilized on web based simulation service [18].

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we design FLSA to support dynamic sensor data clustering and abstraction
depending on the difference between sensor data on a cell, which means a local area. When
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we supports layered sensor data abstraction with FLSA, data access cost to answer a query
will decrease as shown in Figure 4. FLSA employs SGSA to represent each data layer that is
a cluster. The boundary of each cluster can be changed to keep a minimized boundary, which
is suitable for a situation of a target place, depending on the limitation of the cluster. This
limitation is generally defined by a manager of environmental monitoring application. This
dynamic data abstraction layer will be used to support faster data processing on
environmental monitoring applications.
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